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Case Report

Chronic Dysphonea in a Child Revealing a Foreign Body: Case Report
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Abstract
Penetration syndrome is a common reason for consultation in the emergency department.
It is a source of morbidity and mortality, especially in children between 1-3 years old. It is manifested by a sudden onset of choking,
coughing and cyanosis while the child is perfectly healthy.
We report the case of a 4 years old boy who suddenly presented dysphonia and dyspnea grade 2 (mMRC scale). He was brought to
the emergency room after six weeks of persistent symptoms. The parents did not notice the penetration syndrome. Cervical CT and
laryngoscopy showed a foreign body in the glottis and sub glottis. The symptoms disappeared after the removal of the foreign body.
If an airway foreign body is suspected, even in the absence of penetration syndrome or specific symptoms, an endoscopic assessment
should be released as late diagnosis and treatment can lead to dramatic consequences.
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Introduction
Foreign bodies of upper aero digestive tract are a common situation in children between 1 and 3 years old, with a peak at two
years old and from 6 to 8 years old (little handymen). It is a diagnostic and therapeutic emergency as the main risk is death due to
isolation of the foreign body in the sub glottis. However, the absence of penetration syndrome can lead to late diagnosis.
We report the case of a 4 years old boy presenting chronic dysphonia with dyspnea grade 2 (mMRC scale); exploration found a
foreign body. Diagnostic facilities, complications and treatment will be discussed with literature data.

Clinical Case
It is a 4 years old boy with no medical history, in particular; no asthma, acid reflux, penetration syndrome or any similar cases in the
family. He suddenly presented a dysphonia with dyspnea grade 2. The parents did not report penetration syndrome. The dysphonia
manifested by a change in tone of the voice which became breathy. The patient was brought to the emergency department after
six weeks of persistent symptoms. On the clinical examination, we found bitonal dysphonia, dyspnea grade 2, with general state
conservation and no fever.
We discussed the following diagnosis:
• Laryngeal papillomatosis
• Laryngeal hemangioma
• Vocal nodules / polyps
• Epidermal cysts
• Foreign body
• Infection
• Hematoma
Although the beginning of symptoms was acute, but their duration of evolution made us think of tumor pathology in the first, and
it is on this point that we chose to start with a cervical CT rather than a laryngoscopy.
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Cervical CT showed the presence at the glottis and sub glottis, to the height of vocal cords, of a linear material, with calcic density,
extending between anterior and posterior commissures, reducing the diameter witch remains permeable (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Cervical scan: A glottic and subglottic foreign body giving an aspect of a third vocal cord

Laryngoscopy revealed a foreign body confined in glottis and sub glottis: fish bone (Figure 2). After the removal of the foreign
body, we notice an important edema and inflammation. The evolution is marked by significant improvement of the dyspnea and
the dysphonia which disappeared completely within 2 weeks. We also administered an antibiotic and a short cure of steroids.
Second laryngoscopy performed then was normal.

Figure 2: Foreign body: Fish bone fragment

Discussion
Inhalation risk in children begins at 5 months (acquisition of the gripping) and decreases after 3 years old because mastication
is more efficient. The two thirds are boys [1]. The nature of the foreign body is variable with predominance of plant foods 75%,
in which 50% peanuts (this type of foreign body triggers an important inflammatory reaction within a few hours), plastics 15%,
metallic 10%, various 5% (tooth, pencil, paper…). 85% of foreign bodies are radiolucent [1]. The frequency of foreign bodies
inhalation in young children is explained by several reasons [2]. First of all, anatomically, they do not have a complete set of teeth
and their larynx is incompletely developed. In fact, it is situated in a higher position than adults and the epiglottis is flaccid which
does not allow an efficient protection of the glottis. Secondly, they tend to walk and talk while eating; which increases the risk of
choking.
The frequency of inhalation syndrome among children during examination vary between 23 and 83.7% [3-5]. It occurs as a sudden
onset of choking and coughing. It is the pathognomonic penetration syndrome which is often under estimated. Indeed, there
might be nobody to witness it. In addition, this syndrome is absent in certain localizations, in particular at the laryngeal edge
which can delay treatment. Like in this case, in which CT and laryngoscopy were performed six weeks after the first symptoms.
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Cervical and chest radiography are only released on a stable patient. We look for radiopaque foreign body and some indirect signs
such as unilateral pulmonary emphysema or atelectasis [6]. In doubtful clinical forms, chest CT allows a virtual laryngeal- trachealbronchial endoscopy revealing sometimes an intraluminal mass suggestive of the diagnosis [6]. The absence of penetration syndrome
and the presence of dysphonia can orientate to other diagnosis such as laryngeal papillomatosis, or subglottic hemangioma [7].
Treatment depend on the clinical state of the patient. In case of asphyxia, Heimlich maneuver should be attempted urgently [8]
(Mofsen maneuver on infants). Then emergency transfer to a center with a trained team on upper respiratory tract endoscopy.
If the state of the child is stable, it is possible to postpone to a few hours the endoscopy, in order to realize it in the best possible
conditions. Meanwhile, antibiotics and steroids can be administered to decrease local edema.
Foreign body inhalation can lead to severe complications: Death (more than 300 per year in the US), pneumothorax, pneumonia,
atelectasis, tracheal or bronchial granulomas [9].

Conclusion
Foreign bodies of upper airway are common in male children. They may go unnoticed and occur with resistant respiratory
infections associated with intermittent dyspnea.
They represent an emergency and can be life threatening. Thus, it is important to consider the diagnosis of a foreign body even
in the absence of penetration syndrome and perform a CT and an endoscopy of the upper aero digestive tract for diagnostic and
therapeutic purposes.
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